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A RADAR METHOD OF CALIBRATING AIRSPEED INSTALLATIONS ON MRPLALNES IN
MANEUVERS AT HIGH ALTITUDES AISD AT TRANSONIC AND SUPERSONIC SPEEDS

By JOENA. ZALOVCIK

SUMMARY

A method of calibrating the static-presswre source of a pitot-
static airspeed installation on an airplane in lecel jlight, dices,
and other maneurers at high altitude and at transonic and
supersonic speeds is described. Z7te method principally
inuolres the use of rada.r-phototheodolite tracking eguipment.
The various sources of error in the method are disewsed and
sample calibrations are included.

INTRODUCTION

The speed of aircraft is still most readily determined by
means of a pitot-static installation. The pitot-static instaHa-
tion may consist of a single tube containing both total-
pressure and static-pressure elements or it. may consist of a
pitot tube and a separate source of static pressure in the form,
perhaps, of a fuseIa.ge static-pressure vent. A pitot tube can
usually be easiIy Iocated to measure the correct total pressure
at subsonic speed of the aircraft. At supersonic speeds the
pitot tube should be Iocated ahead of shock waves emanating
from any part of the airplane if the uswd nornd-shock rela-
tions are to be used to evaluate the airspeed. .& low super-
sonic speeds approaching a Mach number of 1.0, shockwaves
emanating from the airpIane and passing in front of the
pitot tube may be tolerable since the loss in tota~ pressure
due to shock at such speed is negligible. The principal dif%-
cuhy in the determination of airsseed from measurements
with a pitot-st at ic installation lies in the measurement of the
correct static pressure. For installations intended primarily
for trmsonic and supersonic speeds the static-pressure source
should be located, if possibIe, in a region where compressi-
bility shocks are absent or, if present, where they are sufE-
ciently weak to a~oid large disconthmities in the variation
of static pressure, and hence indicated Mach number> with
airspeed. Greater freedom in the selection of a suitabIe loca-.
tion of the static-pressure source &sts at subsonic speeds;
however,. in general the location chosen for iransonic and
supersonw speeds is also satisfactory for subsonic speeds.
Since the static-pressure source does not always provide an
exact measure of free-stream static pressure, the error in
static pressure may be determined by calibration or by com-
putation for some speciaI cases. For installations in which

intense compressibility shocks pass over the static-pressure
source, a siry$e-m.lue calibration maybe impossible to obt sin.

In the pasfi the maximum Ievel-flight speeds of airplanes
were attained at relatively IOIVaItit udes and the calibration
of the static-pressure source could therefore be made in level
Eight by a number of methods such as those described in
reference 1. Because of the present. trend toward high speeds
at high altitudes, hoyever, the Iow-altit ude calibration pro-
cedures are not suitable for use on airplanes, particularly in
maneuvers, at transonic and supersonic speeds. A method
was therefore devised at the Langley Aeronautical Labora-
tory of the NTACAfor obtaining calibrations at high ah itudes
in IeveI fight, dives, ancI other maneuvers. This method h=
been in use at the. IiangIey Laboratory for some time and
the resuIts of one such calibration were reported in reference
Z. Inasmuch M this m~thod is probably to be used more
frequently in the future, it is described in great& detail
herein than in reference 2.
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SYMBOLS

.—

stat ic pressure indicated by pitot-st atic inst al-
lation

free-stream static or atmospheric pressure
free-stream total pressure for subsonic flow and -

total pressure behind normal shock for super-
sonic flow

impact. pressure @=p)
density
Mach number
indicated Mach number
sItit ude
slant range
radius of earth; gas constant
index of refraction
elevation angle
angle of ray of light as measured above horizon
absolute temperature, ‘1’
ratio of specific heats (1.4)
distance along a normal from a point on apparent

ray of light to actual ray of lighi

sea Ievel
altitude of 35,332? feet
standard atmosphere
arbitrary aIt.itude
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APPARATUS ._

Airplane equipment.—For the calibration tests the air-
plane should be equipped with the following instruments: a
pitot-static installation, a recording normal accelerometer,
an airspeed recorcle.r, a recording altimeter, a chronometric
timer, anrl a radio to communicate the. timing si~als to the
~~ouncl equipment. The airspeed recorder is used to record
the impact pressure, or the ditl’crence between total and
static pressures, measured by the pitot-static installation.
The recording altimeter is used .to record the static pressure
measured by ihti static-pressure source. A measure of free-
stream temperature by means of a calibrated thermometer
is also very desirable but not absolutely necessary. The a@-
speed recorder and the recording altimeter should be the
only instruments connected to the static-pressure source and
should be located as near to it as possible in order to minimize
tile pressure lag of the recording system. The m.agnitudc of
the pressure lag may be. determined by methods described
in reference 1. If the lag is appreciable, corrections must be
made to the measured static pressure.

Ground equipment.—The required grouncl equipment
consists of a radar unit, a phototheodolite, and a chronograph.
!I%e radar unit is directed on a target through the use of the
phc)tothcodolite. The radar unit is equipped with a n~otion-
picture camern to photogmph the radar scope, a target
camw-a, and an clevaticm-sczde camera.. The. scope photo-
graphs give the slant range and the target photographs, $~~e
correcfiion to -the cIevation scales.. TIM. three cameras and
the atipIane equipment are synch~nized by means of a
chronograph that records timing impuIscs from the ground
cameras and the airplane timer.

CALIllRATION PROCEDURE AND ACCURACY

The calibration procedure consists essentially in sur-reying
the atmospheric pressure over the desired range of aItitude
and then flying the airplane to be calibrated through this
region and recording the static pressure meawred by the
static-pressure source. . Th-. static-pressure error of the
pitot-stat.ic installation is the difference betweeu atmosphe.rie
pressure and the static pressure measured by the static-
pressure source. .—

The survey of atmospheric pressure maybe made with the
airplane being calibrated.. or with another airpIane simiIarIy
instrumented. In either case the airpIane is tracked with
the radar-photo LheodoIite unit svhiIc measurements .of static
pressure arg being made with the static-pressure installation
at airplane speeds for which a calibration is avaiIabIe or may
be obtained by other techniques such as described in refer-
ence 1. The atmospheric pressure so determined is in error
by the static-pressure error of the static-pressure source and
must be corrected for it. Because of the variation. of a.tmos-
phwic pressure with time, the survey should be repeated
frequently (for instance, betmwen. calibrating maneuvers if.
necessary) when the calibration tests are mpectcci to take a
long time. Variations in Wa-level atmospheric pressure
with time of as much as 0.3.. inch of water per hour are
possible uncler some conditions.
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When the airplane is also equipped with u [Iwrmornctw
for determining free-stream twnpwaturcj mmsurcmcnts of
temper~~ure are made simult tineously with the nwasurements
of static pressure during the surveys. From Lhc vtirintion
of free-strewn Wnperaturc with a]titude~ a fairillg of Lhc
static-pressure data with tiltitudc may be obtt~ined simw

where .p~ is arbitrarily selected for the l..wst fairing of LIIC
data. “.-

In the calibration maneuvers the airpl~nc should bc flown
through the region surveyed (slant range, cleva Lion, and
azimuth) or as near to it us powiblc. For mnncuvcrs iu
which the airplane cannot be rest.rirt,wl [.o the rrgion surwycd
as a resuit of the high speed of the airplane, corrcctiom may
be necessary to the data. obtained in the survey mI(l in the
maneuver for the following: refraction of ]ight,} curvaLu~c
of the earth, error in rdincment of the phototheodolito rcfm=-
ence plane with the horizon, and the varintion of atmospheric
pressure at a given altitude with (Iist.ancr along [11{*earth’s
surface. The error in alt.itudc due to rofraclion of Iighl., as
determined from .eqw-ttions derived it~ the appendix and the
not.at.ion...in figure 1, is prcscnled in figure 2 @ the rrror
due to the earth’s curvature is givw iIl figure 3. A chwk of
the sca-Icwl atmosphere pressuro as measured at IJ. S,
weather” it at ions IO to 30”inilcs apart. indicated hl m days
with surface winds of 20 to 25 miles pe~ hour the horizon[ul
pressure gradients nmy be as much as (.).05 inch of water pm
mile along the earth’s surface. At till alt.it.ude of 10,000 feet,
weather maps indic.at<!d horizonhd pressure grad irn u as
much as 0.02 inch of water per mile.

An S~R–584 radar unit with photothmdolitc und mmcras
(scope, target, and elevation scales) htis WI estimated ticcur-
a.cy of about +45 feet in slant. range and +0.2 miI in &wn-
tion for a singIe observation. For a series of obscrvalio!]s
where the data may be faircd, tlw accuracy, of course, is
improved. The error in alt.itudc duo to IIW error in slant
range and e]evat ion angle is shown in figuro 4. Consislcu~
errors in the tracking equipment should ha vc no eircc~ on
the accuracy of the calibmtiou, provided that thcso errors
occur throughout the calibration procedure.

An ATKA recording ah imet.er htis a random error of alxml.
*H percent of full-scale value for a singI~ observation. This
error corresponds to errors. of + 1 and +0.2 inch of wnttr
for altimeters built to measure pressures including sca-level
fmxssure and to measure pressures at and above an aIliLudc
of 40,000 feet, respectively. ‘rho combinocl maximum prob-
able error in a single observation due LOerrors in measuring
%tatic pressure ant] in determining. altitude. ( + 45 ft or + 0.2
in. of water a.t 40,000 ft) is + 1 inch of water for the d[im-
eter with .a range including sea-level pressure and +0.3 inch
of water for the altimeter with a range for alt.itudcs alxnw
~bout 40,000 feet,.. Since in the calibration proccdurc a series
of observations is made over a range of zdtiludc, the fairing
)f the. data reduces the magnitude of the error.
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FIWEE l.–Refrwtion of light in esrth’s atmosphere. &e appendix for derivation ofamount
of refraction.
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The error in hlach number due to an error in determining
the altitude and the error in static pressure cmresponding to
an error in Mach number are derived in the appendix and
presented in figures 5 and 6, respectively. The rate of change
of atmospheric pressure with altitude for NACA standard
atmosphere is shown in figure 7 for the convenience of the
reader in making conversions from error in altitude to..emor
in static pressure.
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SAMPLE CALIIIRATION ,

The.method and some results of a cdibmtion of an airspeed
installation ahead of the nose of an airplane in dives md
pulI-outs are described in the following pitragraphs. The
resuIts of a calibration of a wing-tip installation previously
reported in reference 2 me also given herein for the conven-
ience of the reader. Sketches of the fusc]agc-nose and wing-
tip airspeed installations me presenteil in f~urc 8.

The calibration procedure for the tests of the fuseIagc-nom
installation consisted first in obtaining a survey in a climb
at an indicated airspeed of about. 250 miIcs prr hour over n.
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range of shit ude from about 211000 to 36,000 feet in order to
establish the relation of atmospheric pressure to actual alti-
t ucle. ln the survey simultaneous records were taken of
static pressure, impact pressure, and normal acceleration in
the airplane and of elevation angle and range of the airplane
with the tracking unit.. The airplane was then dived to a
Mach number of about 0.94 and pulled out. with 2g normal
acceleration vritb the range of ah it.ude sur-reyed; continuous
and si.ndtaneous records of static pressure, impact pressure,
normrd acceleration, range, and elevation angle -were made
during these maneuvefi. A survey of static pressure -rras
then repeated in a descent over the same range of altitude
and in a climb preceding the second dive and pull-out -which
covered the same flight conditions as the firsi dive and puH-
out. A few runs were ako made in IeveI flight.

The resuk of the surveys of atmospheric pressure are
shown in figure 9 in which the difference between atmos-
pheric pressure p and hTAC!.Ast andard atmospheric pressure
p, is pIotted against altitude Ii. The static pressure obtained
in the cliibs and during the descent -was corrected to atmos-
pheric pressure by use of the static-pressure error of the
airspeed installation as determined from a low-speed cali-
bration. The calibration was made up to a Mach number
of about 0-66 by a method (reference 1) in -which level-flight
runs are made past a landmark or a reference airpIane of
known pressure altitude, and an aItimeter is used to measure
the static pressure indicated by the airspeed installation.

The static-pressure error in the dive and pull-out was
found by taking the difference between the static pressure
measured ai a given altitude in the dive and pull-out. and
the atmospheric pressure determined from the pressure sur-
-re.ya at the same altitude. Measurements of static pressure,
impact pressure, and normaI acceleration were used to evalu-
ate the Mach number and lift. coeflkients corresponding to
the determined stat it-pressure error. The restdts of the cali-
brat ion in the dives and pull-outs are presented in figure 10.
A smaII but consistent error (corresponding to an error of
about 130 ft in ahitude) between the two dives is apparent
in the results and no explanation for it has been found.

The results of the calibration tests of the airpIane with the
wing-t ip airspeed installation previously described and re-
ported in reference 2 are shown in figures 11 and 12 without
any further descriptions of the test procedure since it was
very similar to that described for the airplane with the
fuselage-nose airspeed installation..
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

A method is described for calibrating the static-pressure
source of a pitot-static airspeed installation on an airplane
in maneuvers at high altitude and at transonic and super-
sonic speeds. In this method, radar tracking equipment is
used to establish the geometric altitude of the airplane in
surveys of at.rnospheric pressure made at speeds for
the airspeed calibration is known and in maneuvers

which
under

COMMI~E FOR -AERONAUTICS

conditions for which the calibrat.ion is desired. ATO correc-

tions for reflection of Iight, curvature of the earth, anti llc)ri-
zontal atmospheric pressure gradient arc necessmy to the
measured quantities if the maneuver is made in or mwr t11P
region surveyed.
LANGLEYAERONAUTICfi LABORATORY,

NATIONALADVISORYCOMMITTEEFOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEYFIELD, VA., z$ugust tli, 1949.

APPENDIX

CALCULATION

Error in Mach number due to error in determining alti-
tude,—The relations given herein were used to determine
the error in Mach numbtir resulting from an error in tdtitude
(see fig. 5).

The NACA standard atmospheric pressure for aItitudes
below 35,332 feet is

and for altitudes above 35,332 feet is

BernouIIi’s equation for a compressible fluid for ills 1.0 is

~

( )2 M2 ‘-1
pt=p 1+72 (3)

and the relation (reference 3). for M= 1.0 is

7+1 &f2

[

(y+ I)ziw 7:1
p, “~ P 4’yM’– 2 (-y– 1)r

(4)

where T= 1.4. After the derivative of equation (3) is taken,
dp, equated. to zero, and ihe result combined with the deriv-
atives of equations (1) and (2), the following expressions
result: For altitudes equal to or less than 35!332 feet;

AM/M 1+0.2M2 36.214 X10-:— .
. Ah 1.4~42 1—6.89X 10-%

-- (5)

and for altitudes equal to or greater than 35,332 feet,

AM/M _ @. 2i142
nz–=– 4“7gx10 5 1.4M2

(6)

OF ERRORS

SiiIarly, for M> 1.0 the exprcssim for altitudes equal
less than 35,332 feet is

A.iil/,W

(

1

)-~

3(j.~14xlo-u
—.. — -..,. .. -_,.,__ . ,

T= 4.0 l–6.89x10-5h
5.6~i2–0.8–2

and for altitudes equaI to or greater than 35,332 feet,

Ail~/ilf 1
T= 4.0

4.79 X1 O-5

5.6.M2–0.8–2

.-

t.o 01’

(7)

(8?

Static-pressure error corresponding to error in Mach
number,— After differentiation of equation (3) for MS 1.0,
the following ~xpression for static-pressure error corrwpond-
ing to an error in Xfach number (see fig. 6) is obttiincd:

Ap 1.4.&fz A.ili—= —
P 1+0.2 .W-IT

(9)

After differentiation of equation (4] for ill’>1.0, the following

expression is obtained:

AP _ ( 4.0

)

A,hf

~– 5.6.M2–0.8–2 T
(11)

or

AP_ ( 4.0

)

1 Aijf_ ..— -...
z– 5.6 fi!2-0.8-2 ~ 2a12

(

5.76iiig a.b_ ~ M
5.t3.ilfz-0.8 )

(12)
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Error in altitude due to refraction of light.-The equation
fur refraction of light. from reference 4, with change in nota-
tion, is (also see fig. 1)

~a=cot ~#1
n

where

rb=l+294.38xHl-E~
Po

Equation (13) may be approximated as

da=cot 8 dn

For N.ACA standmd atmosphere for h-S35,332 feet.,

:=(1–6.89x10-6~.?~.fi6

md for h 235,332 feet,

k-hf——
~=e ‘3”3T1
PI

(13)

(1’4:)

(15)

(16)

(17)

In equations (16] and (1?) the fo~owing expression for h
may be substituted:

L=r sin 8

Zi study of figure 1 shows that

or

Since Ah= m cos 9,

(1s)

Integration of equation (18) yields for hs 35,332 feet,

COS20(2i.62x10a
Ahe —29.438x10-s-=

sln8/ [
l–

sin e

H(1–6.89x10-’r S~ e]S.H-_r (19)

and for h z 35,332 feet,

cos~ e
~h.=~h1+29.43Sx 10-5(r—rJ~+

(
r-rl -

1.S’75 cotz 0 e ‘-ST1 ‘o-l
)

(20)
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